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The necessary of buiding the searching system being able to 
support users expressing their searching by natural language queries 
is very important and opens the researching direction with many 
potential. It combines the traditional methods of information 
retrieval and the researching of Question Answering (QA). In this 
paper, we introduce a searching system built by us for searching 
courses on the Vietnam OpenCourseWare Program (VOCW). It can 
be considered as the first tool to be able to perform the user’s 
Vietnamese questions. The experiment results are rather good when 
we evaluate this system on the precision and the run-time of 
answering the Vietnamese questions. 
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1.  Introduction 
The necessary of buiding the searching system being able to 
support users expressing their searching by natural language 
queries is very important and opens the researching direction 
with many potential. It combines the traditional methods of 
information retrieval and the researching of Question 
Answering (QA).  
 
Several searching engineering systems with supporting 
English language in e-library based on the natural language 
query processing were built by our previous publications [1], 
[2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. In the continued researches, we 
aimed to developing a document searching system base on 
answering to the user’s Vietnamese questions. 
 
In this paper, we introduce a searching system built by us for 
searching courses on the Vietnam OpenCourseWare 
Program1 (VOCW). It can be considered as the first tool be 
able to perform the user’s Vietnamese questions. The 
experiment results are rather good when we evaluate this 
system on the precision and the run-time of answering the 
Vietnamese questions.   
 
1 http://vocw.edu.vn/ 
2. System Architecture 
The system model is represented in the Fig. 1, including the 
main components as follow: 
- The extracting component: extracting the data in the 
metadata pages of VOCW. 
- The ontology-based knowledge (VOCW ontology) 
for storing VOCW data. 
- The parsing component: analyzing the syntactic of 
Vietnamese question and returning the parse tree 
and generating tree. The generating tree will be the 
input of the generating query. It operates on the set 
of the defined syntactic rules for analyzing 
Vietnamese question. 
- The generating component: generating SPARQL[17] 
query for the querying component.  
- The querying component: inserting, updateting and 
querying them to the VOCW ontology. 
 
On this system model, the system processes as follow: 
- When the user inputs the Vietnamese question, the 
parsing component will analyze its syntax. We 
defined the set of EBNF syntactic rules before. If 
user’s question syntactic isn’t belong to this set, the 
system returns that this question isn’t analyzed (no 
syntactic exactly) and then stop program. By 
contrast, it returns the parser tree and the generating 
tree. The generating component will use the 
generating tree for creating SPARQL query. And 
the querying component gets the data on VOCW 
ontology. 
- The extracting component extracts the data in the 
metadata pages of VOCW. And the querying 
component inserts the extracted data to VOCW 
ontology. 
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Fig. 1 System architecture 
 
For example, we consider the Vietnamese question: 
- “Ai đã viết sách Toan?”  
(“Who wrote Toan book?”) 
 
This question will be syntactically parsed and then will 




Fig. 2 Syntactic tree of a Vietnamese query (base on antlrworks 
generated parse tree) 
 
Fig. 3 The generating tree 
The SPARQL query is created from the generating tree: 
SELECT DISTINCT ?authorname  
FROM <http://localhost/owl_test/vocw_full.owl> 
WHERE { 
{?author cs_author:content ?authorname}. 
{?author cs_author:write ?course}. 
{?year cs_created:content ?yearname 
FILTER regex(?yearname , "^2009$", "i" )}. 
{?course cs_name:isWrittenIn ?year}. 
{?course cs_name:content ?coursename 
FILTER regex(?coursename , "^cấu trúc dữ liệu$", "i" ). 
} 
} 
3. Syntactic Rules 
The parsing component is built for analyzing Vietnamese 
questions regarding to the data such as name, language, 
summary, authors, copyright holders, maintainers keywords, 
version and affiliations.  
 
For examples, some different questions as follow:  
- Ai đã viết cuốn sách B vào năm 2000? 
(Who wrote book B in 2000?) 
- Nhà xuất bản nào đã phát hành cuốn B trong năm 
2008? 
(Which publisher published book B in 2008?) 
- Sách B được tác giả A viết vào năm nào? 
(What year did writer A write book B?)  
 
Syntax of Vietnamese questions can be built by EBNF 
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notation (Extended Backus–Naur Form). We defined 40 
syntactic rules for Vietnamese questions regarding the above 
data.  
 
In this part, we use ANTLR tool for generating lexer and 
parser code in order to analyzing and checking syntax of 
Vietnamese questions (set of the defined  EBNF syntactic 
rules). And we design this component for adding new rules 
easily but no modifying code much in future.  
TABLE 1. SYNTACTIC RULES 
No Syntactic rules 
1 <Q1.1a> = <what_author> [<vperfect>] [<interrogative1>] 
<verb_write> <book> {[<conjunction>] <book>} 
[<time_phrase>] “?” 
2 <Q1.1b> = [<time_phrase>] [“,”] <what_author> [<vperfect>] 
[<interrogative1>] <verb_write> <book> {[<conjunction>] 
<book>} “?” 
3 <Q1.1c> = <book> {[<conjunction>] <book>} [<vperfect>] 
<vpassive> <what_author> <verb_write> [<time_phrase>] “?” 
4 <Q1.1d> = [<time_phrase>] [“,”] <book> {[<conjunction>] 
<book>} [<vperfect>] <vpassive> <what_author> <verb_write> 
“?” 
5 <Q1.2a> = [<interrogative3>] <creator> [<possessive>] <book> 
{[<conjunction>] <book>} <verb_be> <author>  
[<interrogative2>] “?” 
6 <Q1.2b> = [<interrogative3>] <author> <verb_be> <creator> 
[<possessive>] <book> {[<conjunction>] <book>} 
[<interrogative2>] “?” 
7 <Q1.2c> = <author> [<interrogative3>] <verb_be> <creator> 
[<possessive>] <book> {[<conjunction>] <book>} 
[<interrogative2>] “?” 
8 <Q1.3a> = [<interrogative3>] <author> [<vperfect>] 
[<interrogative1>] <verb_write>  <book> {[<conjunction>] 
<book>} [<time_phrase>] [<interrogative2>] “?” 
9 <Q1.3b> = [<time_phrase>] [“,”] [<interrogative3>] <book> 
{[<conjunction>] <book>} [<vperfect>] <vpassive> <author> 
<verb_write>  [<interrrogative2>]“?” 
10 <Q1.4a> = <author> [<vperfect>] [<interrogative1>] 
<verb_write> <book> {[<conjunction>] <book>} [<prep_time>] 
< what_time >  “?” 
11 <Q1.4b> ::= <book> {[<conjunction>] <book>} [<vperfect>] 
<vpassive>  <author> <verb_write> [<prep_time>] <what_time>  
“?” 
12 <Q2.1a> = <what_publisher> [<vperfect>] [<interrogative1>] 
<verb_publish> <book> {[<conjunction>] <book>} 
[<time_phrase>] “?” 
13 <Q2.1b> = [<time_phrase>] [“,”] <what_publisher> 
[<vperfect>] [<interrogative1>] <verb_publish> <book> 
{[<conjunction>] <book>} “?” 
14 <Q2.1c> = <book> {[<conjunction>] <book>} [<vperfect>] 
<vpassive> <what_publisher> <verb_publish> [<time_phrase>] 
“?” 
15 <Q2.1d> = [<time_phrase>] [“,”] <book> {[<conjunction>] 
<book>} [<vperfect>] <vpassive> <what_publisher> 
<verb_publish> “?” 
16 <Q2.2a> = [<interrogative3>] <publisher> [<vperfect>] 
[<interrogative1>] <verb_publish> <book> {[<conjunction>] 
<book>} [<time_phrase>] [<interrogative2>] “?” 
17 <Q2.2b> = [<time_phrase>] [“,”] [<interrogative3>] 
<publisher> [<vperfect>] [<interrogative1>] <verb_publish> 
<book> {[<conjunction>] <book>} [<interrogative2>] “?” 
18 <Q2.2c> = [<interrogative3>] <book> {[<conjunction>] 
<book>} [<vperfect>] <vpassive> <publisher> <verb_publish> 
[<time_phrase>] [<interrogative2>] “?” 
19 <Q2.2d> = [<time_phrase>] [“,”] [<interrogative3>] <book> 
{[<conjunction>] <book>} [<vperfect>] <vpassive> <publisher> 
<verb_publish> [<interrogative2>] “?” 
20 <Q2.3a> = <publisher> [<vperfect>] [<interrogative1>] 
<verb_publish> <book> {[<conjunction>] <book>} 
[<prep_time>] <what_time>  “?” 
21 <Q2.3b> = [<prep_time>] <what_time> <publisher> 
[<vperfect>] [<interrogative1>] <verb_publish> <book> 
{[<conjunction>] <book>}  “?” 
22 <Q2.3c> = <book> {[<conjunction>] <book>} [<vperfect>] 
<vpassive> <publisher> <verb_publish>  [<prep_time>] 
<what_time> “?” 
23 <Q2.3d> = [<prep_time>] <what_time> <book> 
{[<conjunction>] <book>} [<vperfect>] <vpassive> <publisher> 
<verb_publish>  “?” 
24 <Q3.1a> = <book> 
[<of_author>][<by_publisher>][<time_phrase>] <is_of> 
<what_subject> ? 
25 <Q3.1b> = [<time_phrase>] [,] <book> [<of_author>] 
[<by_publisher>] <is_of> <what_subject> ? 
26 <Q3.1c> = <field> <possessive> <book> [<of_author>] 
[<by_publisher>] [<time_phrase>] <interrogative4> ? 
27 <Q3.1d> = [<time_phrase>] [,] <field> <possessive> <book> 
[<of_author>] [<by_publisher>] <interrogative4> ? 
28 <Q3.2a> = <book> [<of_author>] [<by_publisher>] 
[<time_phrase>] [<interrogative1>] <is_of> <subject> 
[<interrogative2>] ? 
29 <Q3.2b> = [<time_phrase>] [,] <book> [<of_author>] 
[<by_publisher>] [<interrogative1>] <is_of> <subject> 
[<interrogative2>] ? 
30 <Q3.2c> = <book> [<of_author>] [<by_publisher>] 
[<time_phrase>] [<interrogative3>] <verb_be> <book_type> 
<is_of> <subject> [<interrogative2>] ? 
31 <Q3.2d> = [<time_phrase>] [,] <book> [<of_author>] 
[<by_publisher>] [<interrogative3>] <verb_be> <book_type> 
<is_of> <subject> [<interrogative2>] ? 
32 <Q3.3a> = [<time_phrase>] [,] <author> [<vperfect>] 
[interrogative1] <verb_write> [<plural>] <book_type> 
<verb_have> <what_subject> ? 
33 <Q3.3b> = <author> [<vperfect>] [interrogative1] <verb_write> 
[<plural>] <book_type> <verb_have> <what_subject> 
[<time_phrase>]? 
34 <Q3.3c> = [<time_phrase>] [,] <author> [<vperfect>] 
[interrogative1] <verb_write> [<plural>] <book_type> <is_of> 
<what_subject> ? 
35 <Q3.3d> = <author> [<vperfect>] [interrogative1] <verb_write> 
[<plural>] <book_type> <is_of> <what_subject> 
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36 <Q3.4a> = <publisher> [<vperfect>] [<interrogative1>] 
<verb_publish> [<plural>] <verb_have> <what_subject> 
[<time_phrase>] ? 
37 <Q3.4b> = [<time_phrase>] <publisher> [<vperfect>] 
[<interrogative1>] <verb_publish> [<plural>] <verb_have> 
<what_subject> ? 
38 <Q3.4c> = <publisher> [<vperfect>] [<interrogative1>] 
<verb_publish> [<plural>] <is_of> <what_subject> 
[<time_phrase>] ? 
39 <Q3.4d> = [<time_phrase>] <publisher> [<vperfect>] 
[<interrogative1>] <verb_publish> [<plural>] <is_of> 
<what_subject> ? 
40 <Q4.1a> = [plural] [book_type] [<verb_have> <subject>] 
[<by_author>] [<time_phrase>] <interrogative4> ? 
41 <Q4.1b> = [<time_phrase>] [,] [plural][book_type] 
[<verb_have><subject>] [<by_author>] [interrogative4] ? 
42 <Q4.1c> = [plural][book_type] [<is_of><subject>] 
[<by_author>] [<time_phrase>]<interrogative4> ? 
43 <Q4.1d> = [<time_phrase>] [,] [plural][book_type] 
[<is_of><subject>] [<by_author>] <interrogative4> ? 
44 <Q4.2a> = [plural] <book_type> [<verb_have> <subject>] 
<by_publisher> [<time_phrase>] <interrogative4> ? 
45 <Q4.2b> = [<time_phrase>][,][plural]<book_type> 
[<verb_have> <subject>] <by_publisher> <interrogative4> ? 
46 <Q4.2c> = [plural]<book_type> [<is_of><subject>] 
<by_publisher> [<time_phrase>] <interrogative4> ? 
47 <Q4.2d> = [<time_phrase>] [,] [plural] <book_type> <is_of> 
<subject> <by_publisher> <interrogative4> ? 
48 <Q5.1a> = <book> [<vperfect>] <vpassive> [<publisher>] 
<verb_publish>  <what_place> [<time_phrase>] “?” 
49 <Q5.1b> = [<time_phrase>] [“,”] <book> [<vperfect>] 
<vpassive> <verb_publish> <what_place> “?” 
50 <Q5.2> = <publisher><verb_locate><what_place> “?” 
51 <Q6.1a> = [<verb_buy>] <book> <verb_cost> “?” 
52 <Q6.1b> = <price> [<possessive>] <book> [<what_price>] “?” 
53 <Q7.1> = <how_many> <book> <in_elib> “?” 
54 <Q7.2a> = <author> [<vperfect>] [<interrogative1>] 
<verb_write> <how_many> <book> [<time_phrase>] “?” 
55 <Q7.2b> = [<time_phrase>] [“,”] <author> [<vperfect>] 
[<interrogative1>] <verb_write> <how_many> <book> “?” 
56 <Q7.3a> = <publisher> [<vperfect>] [<interrogative1>] 
<verb_publish> <how_many> <book> [<time_phrase>] “?” 
57 <Q7.3b> = [<time_phrase>] [“,”] <publisher> [<vperfect>] 
[<interrogative1>] <verb_publish> <how_many> <book> “?” 
4. Ontology Model 
Ontology is built from the common terminologies containing 
concepts (terms), properties, definitions of its and 
relationships of its, including constraints. It supplies the 
possibility of the semantic representation and reasoning 
support 
 
A statement is a triple (resource-property-value) for defining 
the property of the resource. “Resource” is considered as an 
object, a thing we want to speak. Example, Resource: 
authors, books, publishers, places, people, hotels…, URL, 
URI. “Property” is a kind of the particular resource, 
describing relations between resouces, for example, “written 
by”, “age”, “title”… And “value” can be a reaource or literal  
 
Example:  
- Tác giả A viết sách B 
(Author A writes book B)  
is represented as follow: 
                   
Fig. 4 Triple of write(cs_author,cs_name) 
 
First, we build the semantic model between the object 
classes. Then, each statement is a triple, where resource and 
value are instances of classes. 
        
Fig. 5 The RDF/RDFS layers of write(cs_author,cs_name) 
 
- Resource: “Tác giả A” (Writer A) 
- Property: “viết bởi” (written by) 
- Value: : “sách B” (book B) 
 
In case of many statements: the example of the semantic net 
representing relations between “Writer”, “Book”, “Year” 
and “Publisher”:  
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Fig. 6 The RDF/RDFS layers for “A write B book” and “B book is 
written by A” sentences 
 
Terminology (resource, property, value) is organized, built 
and defined in hierarchy favourable to defining semantics 
exactly. 
 
In the model above, we could add new properties from the 
existed properties (SWRL[14,15]) 
 write(author,book) Æ isWrittenBy(book,author) 
 
The vocwqa component carries out adding new data by 
SPARQL query language. Then, it checks the consitence by 
Pellet [16] và does inferences by Jess [15] 
5. Generating Ontology Query 
We consider single Vietnamese questions. It could contain 
one or many conjunctions “và” (and) or “hoặc” (or). 
- In case of word “hoặc” (or): SPARQL supports 
keyword UNION for querying one possibility or 
more. 
- In case of  word “và” (and): 
 
Example:  
- Ai đã có viết sách “Toan” và sách “Van” trong năm 
2009? 
 
This sentence is understood in other way as follow: 
{Ai đã có viết sách “Toan” trong năm 2009 mà  
{người này cũng viết sách “Van” trong năm 2009} 
 ?}  
 
The example form: 
Who Author  Name[Toan,Van] ? 
 
We have: 
- the resources and property: Author, Name. 
- the question word: who. 
- the value: Toan, Van. 
 
This case is resolved with the nested SPARQL form. 
Because each node of the mapping tree could be root node of  
other subtree, the mapping syntactic tree could represent 
nested query in order to participate in SPARQL generating 
process. 
 
We see that this case has the general form as follow: 
- Set the resources, property and question word: Ai. 
- Set the value: xi. 
The general form: 
A1 A2 … Ai[xi1, xi2, …, xim] … Ak[xk1]… An?  
 
Each question has only a component of word (terminology) 
questioned with a lot of the specific data by the linking-word 
“và“ (and) or “hoặc“ (or). Other components could be 
questioned at most a specific datum 
 
Return example: 
{Ai đã có viết sách “Toan” mà    (1) 
{người này cũng viết sách “Van” }  (2) 
  ?}  
 
Its form: 
Who Author  Name[Toan] 
[Who Author  Name[Van]] ? 
 
We see that sub-sentence (2) differ only sentence (1) in book  
“Van“. 
 
Let consider:  
A1 A2 … Ai[xi1, xi2, …, xim] … Ak[xk1]… An?  
 
We could analyze into m sentences. Sentences differ each 
other in component i.  
A1 A2 … Axi1 … Ai[xk1]… An? 
A1 A2 … Axi1 … Ai[xk2]… An? 
… 
A1 A2 … Axi1 … Ai[xkm]… An? 
 
On the syntactic tree, each node Ai[xkj] contains subtree. 
This subtree has root node Ai[xkj] including all subnode of 
parent-tree exception nodes Ai[xkl](l=1..m). 
 
The above example will be generated to SPARQL query: 
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SELECT DISTINCT ?authorname  
FROM <http://localhost/owl_test/vocw_full.owl> 
WHERE { 
{?author cs_author:content ?authorname}. 
{?author cs_author:write ?course}. 
{?course cs_name:content ?coursename 
FILTER regex(?coursename , "^Toan$", "i" ). 
} 
.{ 
SELECT DISTINCT ?authorname  
FROM <http://localhost/owl_test/vocw_full.owl> 
WHERE { 
{?author cs_author:content ?authorname}. 
{?author cs_author:write ?course}. 
{?course cs_name:content ?coursename 
FILTER regex(?coursename , "^Van$", "i" ). 
}} 




Fig. 7 The generating tree of “Who wrote Math and Literal book?” 
6. Experiments 
Base on the model system in Fig. 1, we developed the 
searching system with the specific characteristics for 
VOCW. It is evaluated according to the testing method that 
the track QA@INEX (Question Answering of INEX forum) 
used. We created the list of experiment questions and 
evaluated them manually by checking the answer 
appropriating to the question or not. According to this 
method, we didn’t consider the satisfaction of the answer for 
the question. Thus, we only consider the “acceptability” of 
the answer for the question. 
 
We developed the standard test suite including 40 
Vietnamese questions corresponding with 40 syntactic rules, 
respectively. In addition, we collected more 91 questions 
(the random test collection) from users. We ran them on the 
computer with the configuration: 
- Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU, T5750 @ 2.00GHz, 
997MHz, 0.99GB of RAM. 
- WindowXP SP2 
 
And we have the results as follow: 
- The standard test suite:  
Percent test passed: 40/40 (100%) 
- The random test collection:  
                 Percent test passed: 77/91 (84.62% test passed) 
- The total run time: 2.54m /91 
- The average run time of one question : 1.65s 
 
With the above results and evaluation methods, the system is 
rather well.  
7. Conclusions 
We built the model, deployed the system for VOCW in 
reality. It is experimented and evaluated. And the results are 
rather good as the above observation. However, there are the 
first results in this application domain. The processing on the 
complex Vietnamese is a big challenging, so no real system 
in nowadays can solve it.  
 
We concentrate on the research on the stronger syntactic 
parser for Vietnamese. The most important we need to 
extend the semantic model for the query and the methods 
and technologies for processing the semantic model in order 
to understanding by the computer.     
 
The experience on the built system is useful for us to 
develop the other similar searching systems processing the 
user’s Vietnamese question  
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